
EuPIA compliant inks   
   Domino inks for food packaging applications are EuPIA* certified,  

 ensuring consumer safety. 

Egg pack coding solution

Domino’s G-Series TIJ egg pack solution provides seamless integration with Moba Omnia egg graders and is 
configured to support both static printhead and traversing applications. Its capability of printing high resolution 
text of up to 600 dpi and an image height of 12.7mm, makes it an ideal solution for coding onto egg packs. 
The solution also enhances product traceability and line efficiencies through its ability to print high resolution, 
machine-readable codes.

Improve traceability and consumer safety with Domino’s  
Thermal Inkjet, egg pack coding solution. 

Domino’s G-Series Thermal Inkjet (TIJ) solution, 
offers high quality coding of consumer data,  
onto the most commonly used egg pack types. 
Its ability to print clear, long lasting codes 
reassures consumers that the egg producer is 
serious about quality control and traceability. 

Integration  
  Domino’s G-Series can be fully integrated with Moba Omnia egg graders. 

Reduced downtime  
    Cartridge changes are simple, quick and clean.

Enhanced traceability
   Printing of high resolution text and machine-readable codes 

enables further safeguarding for consumer safety.
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Full line integration with Moba Omnia  
PX/FT series graders  
The G-Series TIJ printer can be fully integrated with 
the Moba Omnia PX/FT series graders. This integration 
allows full control of the G-Series TIJ printers from 
Moba’s user interface, minimising coding errors. The 
solution offers the flexibility of single or double heads  
to be mounted onto each packing lane. 

Egg pack traversing module   
 Coding across the egg packing line requires the printhead to traverse. 
The egg pack traversing module for Moba Omnia graders developed 
by Domino, allows for codes to be printed across all standard egg pack 
configurations. Domino’s egg pack traversing module offers seamless 
integration between the G-Series and Moba Omnia graders. The 
traverser can be quickly and easily removed enabling ease of cleaning, 
resulting in significantly reduced downtime.  

Domino inks for egg pack coding    
Domino’s range of fast drying inks suitable for egg pack coding, are all made to the EuPIA* Inks for food packaging, 
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP).  

To discover more about Domino’s egg pack coding solutions, visit www.dominoprinting.com/eggpackcoding 

* European Printing Inks Association.

BK652-Black  
Ideal for coding onto matt  
labels and carton/pulp. 

BK117-Black  
Best suited for coding  
onto gloss labels. 

BK118-Black  
Recommended for coding  
onto plastic packs. 

Best contrast Generates the most prints per cartridge Best adhesion
Fast dry time  Suitable for non-porous substrates Best contrast


